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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study the asymptotic structure of a solution (w, p) of 
the steady Navier-Stokes equations 
-vdw+(w.V)w= -vp in Jz, (1.1) 
v.w=o in Q, (1.2) 
w=o on asz, (1.3) 
4x3 Y) + WCC at infinity in Q. (1.4) 
Here Q is an exterior domain, Q = R2 - K, where K is a compact set with 
smooth boundary. We restrict attention to a non-zero constant vector w,, 
and after a suitable rotation and scaling of the variables, we restrict 
attention to v = 1 and w, = (l,O). We make the standard assumption that 
w = (u, u) has finite Dirichlet norm: 
jQ IVw12= jQ {u~+u;+uf;+u;} < a3. (1.5) 
We assume without loss of generality that the origin lies in the interior of 
the body K, and that K is contained in a ball of radius R, > 2. 
In [ 11, Smith showed that a solution satisfying 
Iw(x, y)- (1,O)l = O(r-‘+&), 
r = Jm and some E > 0, has a faster decay 
Iw(x, y)- (1,O)l = O(rp”2) 
(1.6) 
and that the asymptotic behavior of the solution is governed by the 
fundamental solution of the Oseen equations. (Solutions with the decay 
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rate (1.6) are called physical/y reasonable by Finn [2] and are said to be 
of class PR.) These equations consist of (1.1 k( 1.4) with (W . V)M’ replaced 
by Ot*, .V)tc and they have an explicit solution. The solution has the 
characteristic wake structure; that is, various quantities decay more rapidly 
outside of the region 1~1 > &, x + a, than within. Other authors [3,4] 
have shown that assumption (1.6) yields the precise asymptotic form of the 
velocity field W, pressure p, and vorticity w = tlJ - cl, at infinity. 
In this paper we show that any solution of (l.l)-( 1.5) satisfies (1.6). For 
the sake of simplifying the complicated estimates, we restrict attention to 
symmetric flow so that Sz is symmetric about the -u-axis, u is an even 
function of J, L’ is an odd function etc. Most of the arguments go over to 
the case of general flow. The analogous problem for three-dimensional flow 
past a compact body has been solved in a paper by Babenko [S]. 
Before proceeding to an outline of this paper, we remark upon the 
existence of solutions to (l.l)-(1.5) in two and three dimensions. For 
this discussion, we assume Y> 0 and W, are arbitrary and the flow need 
not be symmetric. In three dimensions, the work of Finn [6] and 
Ladyzhenskaya [7] show the existence of a solution, and [S] gives the 
exact asymptotics of the flow. In two dimensions, Finn and Smith [S] 
proved the existence of a solution when I w ~ I/\? is sufficiently small with Q 
fixed. For recent results on the general problem in two dimensions, the 
reader should consult [9, 10, 111. These results depend on maximim 
principles and are unlike the potential theoretic techniques used in three 
dimensions. 
If II’, and Q are fixed and 17 is sufficiently large, then [S] gives the exist- 
ence of a unique solution of class PR to ( 1.1 )-( 1.5). A natural question is 
the behavior of this branch of solutions as 17 decreases; if it could be shown 
to persist for all I’> 0 (possibly only as a connected set), then the existence 
problem for (l.l )-(1.5) would be solved for arbitrary \’ > 0. An important 
step towards proving such a result would be some type of compactness for 
solutions. This paper shows that the relatively weak pointwise convergence 
of (1.5) implies the optimal rate of convergence, and it is hoped that this 
will contribute to the existence problem. 
In Section 2 we state some preliminary estimates and show that 
(W~(X. y) - (1,O)l = O(r-’ 4+E) as ~+a (1.7) 
for any E > 0. In Section 3, we show that ~7, the vertical component of 
velocity, satisfies 
Iu(x, y)I =O(rp3’4+E), r’ l- E IVDl E L,(O), (1.8) 
and that the vorticity o = u,. - t’, satisfies 
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The vorticity satisfies the equation 
Llw-w,=(U-1)w,+uo,., (1.10) 
and if the operator on the left is inverted with the right-hand side estimated 
by (1.7t( 1.9), then a good estimate for w results. This estimate is then used 
in the arguments for (1.7) and proves the desired result (1.6). 
2. PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES 
We begin with various results from [9, lo] for solutions (LV, p) of 
(l.l)-( 1.3) and (1.5). Since IVlcI EL,(Q), it is clear that 
OELz(Q) (2.1) 
and this is used in [9, p. 118; 10, p. 4001 to show that 
\/;: lVWl E &(R). (2.2) 
These estimates together with the maximum principle for (1.10) yield [ 10, 
p. 4001 
0(x, ~9) = o(rp3:4). (2.3) 
The pressure may be normalized to satisfy [9, p. 118; 10, p. 3901 
P+o at infinity in 52. (2.4) 
The total-head pressure @ is defined by @ = p + i 1 \vl’ and satisfies 
A@ = div( Ii@) + o2 in Q. (2.5) 
With the additional assumption (1.4), it is shown in [ 11, p. 1071 that w 
and CD - i tend to zero exponentially outside of rays centered along the 
positive ?s-axis; more precisely, for each ix > 0 there exists b = fi(cr) > 0 such 
that 
@(x1 y) - $, 0(x, y) = O(exp( -fl’,I~~] -KY))) in Q (2.6 1 
with analogous estimates holding for derivatives of @ and o. The Stokes 
stream function @ is defined by a line integral 
$(x, y) = j-‘.“’ 14 dy - u d,u, 
I w.0) 
(x, y) E Q, 
where (x,, 0) E LK?. The velocity field is given by II’ = ($, , - $,). Note that 
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II/ is well defined in B due to (1.3) and that II/ is an odd-function of J 
satisfying 
l~-l~-O atinlinityinL2 (2.7) 
by (1.4). It is shown in [ll, p. 1051 that 
‘+h+O at infinity in Q. (2.8) 
Our pointwise estimates for INI- (1,O)l will follow from good estimates for 
I&J, and in this section we prove that 
*o = (yr -1;4+7 as r-+x’ (2.9) 
for any E. By (2.3) and (2.7), 
It+h < const. I)‘1 o(r- 3’4) (2.10a) 
or in polar coordinates, 
Ill/(r, 0) o(r, 6)l Gconst. 101 o(r”4). (2.10b) 
If 101 d const. r -‘~‘+’ then (2.10b) implies (2.9). This is very suggestive 
since 101 < const. r-d defines the wake. If CI > 0, and 18) E [a, rc], then the 
exponential decay of o given by (2.6) shows that (2.9) holds; indeed, 
Ill/(r, 0) 4r, 0 = o(r -‘I as r-+u.z (2.11) 
uniformly for 101 E [CY, rr]. Hence, in order to prove (2.9), we must estimate 
o(r, 8) at points with 0E (r--“‘+‘, a], where a is given, and we recall that 
w is odd in )’ or, equivalently, in 8. 
With these preliminaries in hand, we can prove our first 
LEMMA 1. There exists a constant such that 
R = 
s 
$2( R, e) 02( R, e) de G const., RaR,. 
-7l 
Remark 1. We present a function, say f, at a point in ~2 byf(x, y) or 
f(z), z = x + iy, or f(r, 0) in polar coordinates. We use f(r, 0) as notation 
for f(r cos 8, r sin e), and take 0 E (-n, n]. 
Proof of Lemma 1. Equation ( 1.10) yields 
q d(o*) = II/‘lVwl* + i div(we202), (2.12) 
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where we have used (1.2) and the fact that w.V$ = (II/,, -$,). 
(rjx, $,) = 0. If this relation is integrated over A, = {zg 52: IzI < R}, 
R> R,, then 
=RJx $2(R,~)o(R,~)w,(R,~)d6’ 
--I[ 
where n denotes the outward normal to AR. The final integral on the right- 
hand side is bounded independently of R by (2.1) and (2.8). The use of 
(1.4) and (2.6) gives 
f/y ~2(R,8)~2(R,8)()(..n)dBb~~~~~‘(R,8)w’(R,e)dBfconst., 
R 
for all R sufficiently large. Estimate (2.7) and others lead to $,./tj + 0 at 
infinity in R, whence 
+l-(R)+J $‘lVu,12<const.+~T’(R), 
AR 
where 
T(R)=j= $‘(R, e)w’(R, 6’) de. 
--L 
This implies that 
2 
-e -R:2 
R s AR 
$2~V~~2gCo~t’e-R;2+~(e-R;2~(R)), 
and integrating from R to infinity yields the desired result. 1 
Remark 2. The final step also gives II/ IVoJ E L,(R), a result obtained 
for general solutions by a different method in [ 11, p. 911. This is a better 
estimate than JIVol EL,(B) (cf. (2.2)) precisely when 1tjl w 1~~1 a&; 
that is, outside of the wake. 
LEMMA 2. For every non-negative integer m, 
Rjn IC/(R, tl)zn’+2 02(R, 9) de < const. R”, RBR,, 
-II 
where the constant depends only on m. 
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Proof We use induction and note that the case m = 0 holds by 
Lemma 1. Now 
* 2m + 2 ,-~(w2)=~2”‘+2~V~~2+~div(er~2~n+202) in Q, 
and integrating over A, yields 
-(m+ l)Rfz tiZrn+’ (R 0) $,(R 0) ~‘(4 0) de 
-77 
+(m+ 1)J ~0~#~~‘{t+h+ (2m+ l)lVtjl’). 
AR 
The final integral is O(Rm) by the inductive hypothesis, and the proof 
continues as for Lemma 1. 1 
In order to turn Lemma 2 into a pointwise estimate, we need an integral 
estimate for Vo. 
LEMMA 3. There is a constant such that 
R7:4 s r I)‘( R, 0) IVo( R, e)l’ de G const. (log R)9’8, R>RO. -?I 
Proof: Equation (1.10) gives 
dco, = div( u’o,) + II’, VW 
whence 
Since $VWEL~(Q) by Remark 2 (see also [ll, p. 911) and r3”“jVit’( = 
O((log r)9’8) by [ 10, p. 4021 it follows that (log r) p918r3’4$2w.ywy .Vo E 
L r(Q). One integrates (2.13) and the analogous equation derived by 
differentiating (1.10) with respect o y over A,, adds the results, and argues 
as in the proof of Lemma 1. 1 
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THEOREM 4. (a) Let EE [0, i) and let m be a non-negative integer. [f 
6E (r-“‘+‘, 7~1, then 
w2(r, @)<const. r-‘“9 -“‘*(log r)“16, rZR,, 
and the constant depends only on m. 
(b) For any E>O, 
I$fwl = 0(r-‘.‘4+c) as r + ‘x 
ProoJ (a) For 6~(0, rr) there holds 
whence 
rVmo3(r, 0) < - 
J 2 H 
rm.Y’ Iw(r, s) w@(r, s)l ds 
i It d const. Mr, s)l”ldr, s) odr, s)l ds -77 
by (2.7), where the constant depends on m. The right-hand side may be 
estimated with the aid of Lemmas 2 and 3 and the Schwarz inequality, 
r’“O’“coz(r, 0) < const. { 1 + rrn,‘r - ‘I;‘( log r)9’16 )
Since 8 2 r ‘N +‘, there holds 
which completes the proof of (a). 
(b) If E>O and 1!9~(0,r~“~+‘], then (2.10) gives (b). If 
136 (rp”2+a, rc], then (b) follows from (a) upon choosing nz sufficiently 
large. 1 
Remark 3. If (a) is combined with standard elliptic estimates for (l.lO), 
then analogous estimates to (a) hold for arbitrary derivatives of w. 
The estimate in Theorem 4(b) will be used in a representation formula 
for the velocity w in terms of the vorticity o. For a suitably smooth 
complex-valued function B, let 
B,=i(B.,+iB,.). 
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If A,= {zEQ: (zI<R} for R>R,, then [lo, p.3881 
ZE A,, (2.14) 
where z = x + iy and 2 = I + ij. For the case B = u - iv, where w = (14, u), we 
have 
Since w = 0 on &Z2 by ( 1.3) while w -+ (1,O) at infinity by (1.4), we may let 
R + CC to deduce 
ZEQ. (2.15) 
(The use of (2.1), (2.6), and Theorem 4 gives w/rE Ll(Q), and so there is 
no difftculty in letting R + co in the integral over A,. ) Taking the real part 
of the right-hand side gives 
where Iz-ZI~=(X-Z)‘+(~--J)~. If we now use the fact that the flow is 
to be symmetric so that o is odd in y, then 
u(Z?,J)-l= -I 
I 
yo(x, y){(x-q2+y2-j2j dxd,,. 
= Q+ I=-42 I?-32 . 
(2.16) 
HereQ, =Qn (y>O} and I?--EI’=(x-Z)~+(~+~)~. Since the flow is 
symmetric, we restrict attention to points =I E Q +. A similar argument yields 
(2.17) 
The formulae (2.16), (2.17) will be used to prove our results. Since 
$(x, y) - y as r + CC by (2.7), estimates for @.I yield ones for yw, which 
may then be used in (2.16), (2.17). 
THEOREM 5. (a) If $0 = O(rMp) as r + cc for some ,u E (0, i], then 
lu(x, y) - 11 + Iv(x, y)I = qr-” log r), r+ cx3. 
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(b) For any s>O, 
lu(x, y)- 11 + It>(x, J)I = ,(r-‘.‘4f&). 
Proof. Since (b) follows immediately from (a) and Theorem 4, it suf- 
fices to prove (a). The estimate (2.7) gives JW(X, J) = Ok. Let L;E Q, 
with (il large, and define 
c, = {,-ELI+: Izl < 1?1/2}, 
C,={r.n,: ll,E(+il), ,z-z, 3 l}, 
c,= (zd2,: IZI >2121). 
Note from (2.16) that 
lu(.C, j)- 11 dconst. i J lzl-“lz-?l-‘d~~al,~ 
,=, Cl 
+ const. s lo(x, y)I lz-PI -‘d.udy. 12-91 <I 
If ZE C,, then [z-Z/ > [Zl/2 whence 
I =I Iz~-~Iz--ZI-*~. Y d y < const. ItI -’ 1:“” r-l‘rdr = O( /iI -“). 
If ,-EC’,, then lz-ZI 2 /;1/2, so 
s c3 Izl~“li-II-‘d.\-al,~4const.i‘* r-pr-2rdr=O(III-v). ?‘?I 
Since o = O(rp3;4) by (2.3), there holds 
For the integral over C2, we have 
s- c;l~l~‘l~-il-id,~d~4const.IIl-Yj2”’r-1dr I 
= const. III -@ log /iI. 
A similar argument holds for 1’. 1 
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3. IMPROVED ESTIMATES FOR u AND RELATED QUANTITIES 
One expects the vertical component of velocity t’ to decay faster than 
u- 1 [ 11, and to show this we shall need a representation different from 
(2.17). In the formula (2.14) let B= o -i@ + i(u - iu), so that a calculation 
[ll, p. 811 yields 
This implies that 
1 i 
B:=-(u- l)w+-VW. 
- 2 2 
w(Z,I;)+u(,t,J)+i u(Z,f)-l-@(,<,j)+i 
( > 
1 * 
-t 
-- 
27ci 3~ 
w(z)-i@(z)& 1 . (u-l)w+iowd dr. 
z-2 J 2lr Q 2-z 
x _’ (3.1) 
The line integral around dQ is clearly O(lZl -I). Taking the real part in 
(3.1) and using the symmetry yields 
THEOREM 6. For any E >O, u(x, 1,) = O(~V”~+~) as r + a. 
Pro05 Since 0 = o(rP3” ) it suffices to estimate the integrals on the 
right-hand side of (3.2). Since JW(U-- 1) = O(F’,~+~) for any E>O by 
Theorems 4 and 5, the proof of Theorem 5 takes care of the first integral. 
The remaining integral may be written as the sum of integrals over 
C,, Cz, C3, and {lz-21 < l}nQ+, the latter yielding a term of order 
r P3:4 as before. Let 
sz,= {(r, e)EQ+: eE(r-‘,2+E, 7c]}. 
Upon choosing m sufficiently large in Theorem 4, we can make 
cou = O(rp3), say, in Q,, whence 
s ~Iwo((.Y-.~)2+1;2--,2}( I-:-421,1-~[’ dYdy=o(IzI-‘) C,nCJ, 
for j = 1, 2, 3. At points in C,\Q,, we estimate 
,oL’l =O(r-3;4r-‘~4+~)=O(r-I+E) 
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by (2.3) and Theorem 5. This implies that 
with a similar estimate for C,\SJ,. Finally, in the integral over Cz\,Q,, we 
write )~WU = JYIMJ + ( .i; - y) ou, whence 
+ const. s c R lotll(~,+~)I~--;I-‘dsd4’. (3.3) 2 r 
Since ( ywul = 0(r-1’2 +“), the proof of Theorem 5 shows that the first term 
on the right of (3.3) is 0( I?\ ~L.‘2+2E logItI ). The second term is dominated 
by 
O(lil-3’~lII-‘“+‘)~~-,U.(~+?‘)lz-~l’d.ud) 
’ L 
Qconst.IZI-‘+EO(IZ1112+E10g \:I). 
Putting all of the estimates together yields 
Iu(i3 ?:)I =o(liJ~1~2+2”logJI(), 
(3.4) 
and since E > 0 may be taken as small as we like, the result follows. 1 
Recall from (1.5) and (2.2) that Vu, Vc, ,,&w,, and &o, EL?(Q). We 
now improve these estimates lightly to give rl-Eg,, r”‘-‘Vll E L,(Q) for 
any E > 0. These will then give cl = O(r-3.‘4tf) for any E > 0 in Theorem 9. 
LEMMA 7. If E > 0, then 
Proof. Let r E C: (( - 2,2) + [0, l] ) be an even function with r(x) = 1 
for 1x1 < 1, and let p(r; n) = T(r/n) for large positive integers n. From (1.10) 
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and integrating by parts yields 
d const. + const. s IVol* rLpE +2j r *-“p{(u- l)~o’,+u20~}, R R 
where the constant is independent of n. The first constant arises from 
contributions on &2. Theorem 6 ensures that r2 PE~2 d const. r, and since 
&V~EL,(Q), the result follows. 1 
LEMMA 8. If E > 0, then 
s r’-‘)Vrl’< cci. 0 
Proof: Write f =w + u and C= u’- (1, 0), so that (1.10) yields 
AT= div( G’o) and 
iA( IVTJ*+Tdiv(G’o) in 52. 
This expression is multiplied by r’ -“p(r;n), p as in the proof of Lemma 7, 
and the result integrated over Q. Now 
,ur’-’ A( dconst. +jQ T*/A(pr’-“)I, 
where the constant comes from boundary contributions on XI. A typical 
term in the integral is 
s R 
where we have used Theorem 6 and (2.3). It follows that 
w ’ P-E A(r*) < const., 
independently of II. 
The remaining integral is 
(3.5) 
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The first is bounded in magnitude by 
i, i 
I .‘2 
const. 1~1 L2(R) R (r’-“0~ + rw~r’-zE~~2) < const., 
by Theorem 6, Lemma 7, and w, fioY E L,(R). The use of Theorems 5 
and 6 gives r’-‘(t’(u- 1)~ 1 ‘I < r”4(w,\ E L,(Q) by Lemma 7. Hence 
3 
in I 
r’m~“p(Vtlj2dconst.+ r’-‘,uu2w, 
I R 
d const. + 2 
s 
R IwI r lpEpL(~~I IL?,.1 +S, 101 tl’(r’-“p),.I. (3.7) 
The first integral on the right of (3.7) is dominated by 
1 
I 5 
1 
2a 
r’-“pIVtl(‘+const. ~21~712 ripe<- s r’-“plVu12+const. (3.8) n 2n 
by Theorem 6 and w E L,(Q). Because of Theorem 4, the final integral in 
(3.7) may be bounded by a constant plus an integral over Q\sZ,. The latter 
is dominated by 
. J. 
! I 
r--L Z+E 
r,r-3.4r-l+2~r-~ d9 dr 6 const. 
I 0 
for sufficiently small E. The use of this with (3.8) in (3.7) completes the 
proof. a 
We shall use this lemma to show that u = O(r p3:4 +‘) for any E > 0. 
Combining this with Theorem 5, Lemma 7, and fi 0,. E L2(Q) implies that 
r5’4m-F{(u- l)c0,+rq} EL,(Q), (3.9) 
and this will be used when the operator on the left of (1.10) is inverted. 
To prove the improved estimate for u, we shall need a formula different 
from (3.1): one which exploits the result from Lemma 8 that 
r”‘pEVu E &(R). 
Let 
B=o-i@+i(u-iv)+i($(u--l)‘+iv(u-1)) 
so that 
B,= -v,(u- 1)+7--i 
( 
F+u,.(u-l) 
> 
. 
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The use of (2.14) yields 
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Theorem 5 and Lemma 8 show that 
r3:4-E(BzI EL,(R). 
For Ii/ large, let 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
D,={M2: ,z, E(7,2l?,). ,z-II 2 l), 
The integral in (3.10) is the sum of integrals over these regions plus one 
over ((r-?I< 1 j. A result of Gilbarg and Weinberger [ 10, p. 4021 gives 
IVIIJI = O(r-3.‘4(log r)9’8), whence 
IB*I dconst. r-l+’ 
for any E > 0. This yields 
,< const. /iI ~ ’ + ‘. 
For the remaining integrals we use (3.11) 
/j -I 
B, 
&Z-Z 
6 const.(IPI -3;2 +2a logjil )l:“, 
< const. I /=I p’(B,( D3 
(3.12a) 
(3.12b) 
< const. 151 -311 +’ 
for E sufficiently small. A similar argument holds for Dr. Since o = O(Y P3’4) 
by (2.3), there results 
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THEOREM 9. For every> E> 0, 
(a) v= O(r-3:4+E) 
(b) r5~4~“((U-1)~.~+UW.~~EL2(R). 
The operator do -w, has an explicit inverse [3], but our calculations 
will be simplified by using that for the heat operator o~~--w~. To justify 
this we must show that w.,, satisfies an estimate similar to Theorem 9(b). 
LEMMA 10. For every E > 0, r5!4PEVW, EL,(R). 
Proof Now 
This expression is multiplied by r5”p”p(r; n), p as in Lemma 7, and the 
result integrated over Q. The various terms are bounded as follows: 
< const. + 5 
r”‘-‘Wt<const. 
R 
by (2.2); 
II R r\‘.lidiv(iumj)~ <const.+jQr3,‘-“w:<const. 
by Lemma 7. Since IVW = O(r-3’4(log r)“*) we have 
I1 Pr 5’2-6~y~f < const. R 
by Lemma 7. The final integral may be integrated by parts to obtain 
I j pr5:2pEv,c0ymJ R 
1 
<- 2 npr s 
5~ZpEIVmy;12+const. I 
Iv,2 r5!2-E(vo(2 
R 
+ const. s 
Iv1 ]VO]~ r3”-& R 
1 . 
<- J 2n 
~r5’2PEIVw,]z + const. 
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by (2.2) and Theorem 9. It follows that 
s Ccr R 
5’2-EIVr0Y/2<i j pr5/2--EIVc0r12+const. 
R 
and the lemma is proved. 1 
4. AN IMPROVED ESTIMATE FOR THE VORTICITY 
We rewrite (1.10) as 
WrJ-W.r=f’ --o,.~+(U-l)w.+uo~ (4.1) 
and note that 
r”“-EfE L,(Q) (4.2) 
for all E > 0 by Theorem 9 and Lemma 10. Our assumption that ~32 is 
contained in a ball of radius R. ensures that all points (x, y) with x > R, 
belong to Q. With (2.6) in mind, we restrict our attention to such points. 
The solution to (4.1) is 
where 
w,(x, y)=s,z {G(+Y- R,, y-t)-G(x-R,,y+t)Jo(R,,r)dt 
and 
{G(.u-s, y-r)-G(x-s, y+t)}f(s, t)dfds. (4.3) 
Here 
and we have used the fact that o and f are odd in ~1. Since w(R,, t) tends 
to zero exponentially (cf. (2.6)) as t -+ co, we clearly have 
10,(-x, .Y)I d 
const. 1 )‘I 
x312 ’ x> Ro+ 1. (4.4) 
Because of (2.6), we need to estimate o2 only as x + cx) with 1 yl d x, say. 
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Any easy estimate gives 
0 < G(x-s, y - t) - G(x-s, y + t) < const. ,t(x -.Y)~‘~ (4.5) 
for y, t > 0 and s < x. We break the integral with respect o s in (4.3) into 
integrals I, II, and III over (R,, x/2), (x/2, x- l), and (x- 1, x), respec- 
tively, and begin with the first. With the aid of (4.5) we estimate 
s r;2 111 6 const. J ds (x -s)3!2 s cr rlf(s, r)l df Rg 0 
(4.6) 
Let E > 0 and, as before, GE = { (r, 0): 0 E (r ~ l.’ + ‘, rc] }. Remark 3 ensures 
that If(.s, t)l decays faster than any power of (s’ + r2) ~’ in Q,, whence 
by (4.2). 
To estimate the integral over (.x/2, s - 1 ), we use 
(4.7) 
O<G(x-s, y-r)-G(x-s, I'+z) 
const. 
< 
J/-y-s’ 
s < 5 and y, t 2 0. (4.8) 
Now 
1111 < const. 
I! j 
*I- ’ dZ+r If(s, r)l dt ds 
.x.2 0 J,y-s 
(4.9) 
At points (s, t) with t > s”~+‘, we may assume If(s, t)l d const. ItI --4 by 
Remark 3 whence 
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1111 Gconst. 
i 
~~‘-~‘+const. 
(s R 
).S!2--E,f12)‘;’ 
x s -5:2+-e 
( j 
:,‘(x-s)-’ j;‘2+idtds)1:2} 
6 const. I --I +yog ,)I..2 (4.10) 
for sufficiently small E. 
For the final integral, we use (4.8) again, 
and the second integral is dominated by 
const. - 3:2 - 3~ ds < const. .y ~ 3!2 ~ 3~. (4.11) 
Let p>2 and let q be the conjugate exponent. Then 
6, (.y-s)Y2j;“+’ I.f(s, t)l dtds 
G const. 
Qconst. x -‘+” 
upon setting p = 6/( 3 - 2~). 
Combining all of our estimates yields 
THEOREM 11. For every E > 0, 
lo(x, y)I <const. {~~y-‘+E+~~~3;~+El?,I) 
as x + sx with 1~1 <x. The constant depends only on E. 
With this theorem, we can improve the result of Theorem 4(b) that 
Ii/w = O(r ~ 1’4fe) as r + cc for every E > 0. Theorem 4(a) ensures that o 
(and therefore $0) decays like any inverse power of r in Q,. Hence, it 
suffices to take / ~1 <x” +’ as x + co. Since E is arbitrary, the use of this 
in Theorem 11 yields 
10(x, y)I = O(V’+‘) as (x, y) -+ x’ in Q (4.12) 
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for any E > 0 which improves the estimate Q = o(rP3.‘) of (2.3). (The 
strength of (4.12) is that the optimal estimate for o [3] under assumption 
(1.6) is w = O(r-‘) and not o(F’).) 
THEOREM 12. For any E > 0, 
(a) rj~=O(r~‘,‘+“) as I’-+ z, and 
(b) ]w(s, .r-(1,O)l =O(rP’;‘+‘) CIS I’+ z 
ProoJ (a) Theorem 4(a) ensures that we need only take 8 E 
CO, r -I” +&] whence 
I$(r, 0) o(r. Q)l ,<const. rQlo(r, 0)/ dconst. rp”2+2E. 
(b) This is immediate from (a) and Theorem 5. i 
The result in (b) shows that assumption (1.6) of Smith [l] is valid, and 
the full asymptotics given there hold. 
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